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PRESS RELEASE
Epsilon Chapter of Tau Kappa Epsilon Fraternity Celebrates its Academic
Success at Annual Scholarship Banquet: Awards Total $56,000+
Ames, IA - The Epsilon chapter of Tau Kappa Epsilon Fraternity awarded a record-breaking
$56,300 in scholarships to their members this Sunday. In total, 49 members of the fraternity were
awarded 79 different awards. This unparalleled scholarship fund is the capstone for what has
been a fantastic academic year for the men of Epsilon chapter.
Just over a week ago, the Interfraternity Council recognized Epsilon chapter's efforts by
recognizing them with the best academic programming award for 2017. This award is given to
the Interfraternity Council fraternity chapter that best exemplifies the Greek community's value
of scholarship.
In the last school year, the chapter has boasted the fantastic grade point averages of 3.30 and 3.14
on a four point scale, earning them second and eighth place rankings on the Interfraternity
Council’s biannual grade report. This is in part due to the 37 brothers that received Dean’s list
honors last semester.
In addition to their great academic achievements, a significant portion of the chapter holds
membership in academic clubs and honorary societies. These societies range from engineering
societies, like Sigma Gamma Tau, to All-Greek honoraries, like the Order of the Omega, in
addition to the University Honors Program. Topping off this list are the proud four members that
were accepted into Iowa State’s Cardinal Key society this year; the most prestigious academic
honorary at Iowa State University.
Epsilon chapter wishes its brothers the best of luck as many conduct research, enter the
workforce, or even continue into graduate studies in the coming months. Epsilon Tekes will be
present in companies such as Epic, Microsoft, Facebook, and programs within the Carlson
School of Management.

